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Most studies on reading interests of high school students were
conducted during the 1930's and 1940's. Other than changes in titles of
books, and discontinuance of certain periodicals, recent studies seem to
uphold the results of earlier studies. Basically students within a given
group today are interested in the same types and forms of printed mat-
erial as students within that same group twenty or thirty years ago.
These groups can be identified by age, sex, and intelligence.
At a given age students are interested in the same things today
as they were twenty years ago, because these interests coincide closely
with their level of mental maturity. Generally speaking, students in fourth
grade are interested in reading about persons, places, and things in
which the ten-year-old has been interested for some time. This holds true
for all other student age groups. There are exceptions where an indi-
vidual is slightly above or slightly below his level of mental maturity
and is found to be interested in reading material which coincides with
his mental maturity rather than his chronological age.
In the early school years there is little difference in reading
interests between boys and girls. By about the third or fourth grade how-
ever, definite patterns begin to form which will be reinforced in later years.
*This paper, based on a study made in 1962, was originally sub-
mitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the master's degree
in the Graduate School of Library Science, University of Illinois.
University of Illinois Graduate School of Library Science
2Girls begin to take an interest in reading material which is typically
feminine, and boys begin favoring the more masculine reading material.
Again there are exceptions where a girl may become interested in liter-
ature which is more typically male in content and a boy may favor the
less violent, less adventurous, feminine type of literature.
After some exploration each reader will seek his own level of
form, style, and organization. There is a place for guided exploration,
but intellectual comprehension and environmental influences will in the
end result in the placement of the individual on the spectrum of reading
interest. The idiosyncrasies of an individual's mental ability may
result in his being highly specialized within one field, e.g., able to
read and comprehend scientific areas of a highly technical nature, where-
as his interest in subjects classified in the humanities may be seriously
limited. Sonewhere in one's background of experience certain styles,
form q., 'ann organizations of writing are not as well developed as others.
As Helen K. Smith says, "Research is not in complete agreement
concerning mental ability as a determining factor of reading interests."T
It s isagretd that intelligent young people read more and read more widely
than those of lower mental ability. There seems to be considerable doubt
that individuals of high intelligence are more interested in a single
form of writing than their less fortunate colleagues of lower intelligence
On the other hand Jacob Getzels points out that "there is little doubt
that capacities are related to interests and that, in general, special
fitness does make the acquisition of related interests congenial. '2 The
crux of the matter is that a person of low mental ability usually has
not learned to read efficiently, nor is he capable of reading with the
same amount of comprehension as the individual of average or above mental
ability. Monroe reports "that between ten and fifteen percent of ele-
mentary school children are retarded in reading,"3 and McCallister
reports that "many children enter secondary school with sixth grade
reading ability."4  The 10-15 percent range cited by Monroe closely ap-
proximates the number of students entering secondary school who are
considerably below average in general mental ability. These students are
not only retarded in reading but they are retarded in practically all
other educational pursuits. They are the individuals placed in remedial
English classes, in general math and general science courses, in vo-
cational and graphic arts courses as well as in business courses. Only
within recent years has there been a movement to help the slow reader
through establishment of remedial reading classes and reading labora-
tories. They are being helped to read with comprehension as well as
efficiency, and to read for recreation as well as for information. To
to quote Margery R. Bernstein: 5
Interest is viewed as a complex feeling or
attitude derived from three sources: (1)
characteristics of the reader, including
physical and emotional well-being at the
time of reading, background of experience,
favorite hobbies and occupations, and a-
bility to understand the selection; (2)
factors inherent in the reading matter
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itself, including form, style, and or-
ganization of the writing; and (3) the
interaction of the reader and the ma-
terial, including the extent to which
the material stimulates the reader's
imagination, fulfills his needs, or
arouses his emotions.
The inherent qualities of an individual have a direct bearing
on the form of material for which he will show a preference. These quali-
ties are usually instilled in an individual during the earliest years of
his life. As one school of psychology contends, the largest amount of
learning is accomplished during an individual's first three or four years
of life. While he is learning the art of communication to make his needs
known, and mastering the use of his body for the purpose of coping with
environmental factors, he is at the same time being imbued with preju-
dices and with aesthetic and intrinsic values. An individual's interest
in reading is an amalgamation of his intelligence and the many forces
within his environment. These forces cannot be separated like the pieces
of a jigsaw puzzle. They are all part of the whole wherein one force
has a bearing on the direction and constitution of all other forces with-
in the framework. As a jigsaw puzzle is incomplete with one piece missing,
so the profile of an individual's reading interest is incomplete when
one of these many facets is overlooked.
As has been mentioned previously, the child establishes traits
early in life. He does this not only by performance, but also by obser-
vation. By being part of a family group, and even a community group, the
individual is constantly acquiring likes and dislikes which the family or
immediate community fosters. A general interest in reading is established
early in life. If such books as The Wind in the Willows, Winnie-the-Pooh
stories and poems, and fairy tales are read to a child early in life he
begins to acquire an interest in the vast horizons which are available
to him through the world of books. Basically, this foundation must be
laid in the home. When a mother or father can find enjoyment in his own
reading this becomes part of the child's world also, for he will es-
tablish reading patterns early in life which will be further developed
and matured throughout his life.
The influence of the home plays a prominent role in the establish-
ment of a child's reading habits and interests, but the community attitude
toward reading is also of considerable importance. Since accessibility
of books is a controlling factor in reading interest, the public and school
libraries play a major role in satisfying these needs. Poor facilities
in either or both of these institutions result in failure to provide the
impetus so necessary to the development of wholesome interests.
Though reading interests of high school students vary widely,
there are definite patterns which can be observed. Carlsen states:6
Out of thirty years of investigation of
adolescent reading interests, we have ar-
rived with some surety at the kinds of
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books that young people like. Amazingly
these interests have not changed sub-
stantially in the thirty years, nor do
they change from one geographic area of
the country or of the world to another
....Even the teaching quality seems not
to affect materially the interests of
young people, children under a good teacher
liking and disliking much the same things
as do those who are under a weak teacher.
Though titles change over the years, the nature of high school
student interests remains substantially the same. Boys today still prefer
the types of books boys preferred thirty or forty years ago, and girls
still prefer the types of books girls preferred in years past. True,
girl's interests have undergone a slight change relative to the status
woman has achieved in the "man's world" during the past few decades.
These interests manifest themselves in the choice of career-oriented
books which are basically feminine. Evidence presented by Helen K. Smith7
shows that boys prefer adventure, girls prefer love and romance. Boys
like scientific and technical books, war stories, mysteries, detective
novels, humor, animal stories, aviation stories and history. Girls prefer
home and school life, stories of teenage problems, mild adventure,, bi-
ography (especially of women). Girls like poetry better than boys. Boys
dislike girls' stories while some girls read and enjoy boys' books.
Basically books fall into three categories: those which appeal only to
girls, those which appeal only to boys, and those which both boys and
girls can find enjoyment in reading. There is a higher percentage of
girls who are interested in reading books which basically appeal to boys
than vice-versa; about nine out of every ten exceptions are girls.
The same inter-group and intra-group differences are still to
be found. As Witty states, 8
Some racial differences in children's
reading preferences may be observed "for
certain definite racial influences bear
directly on reading tastes." Thus Greek
and Italian children are attracted to
stories ... of ancient times; the Negro
child's race consciousness appears to
stimulate his interest in materials
which concern his people and their Afri-
can background.
This can readily be accepted because of the intrinsic pride there
is in belonging to a national or ethnic group. The American Negro student
finds much enjoyment in reading about members of his race who have con-
quered obstacles to achieve success in fields which were not ordinarily
open to them. Books about outstanding figures such as Jackie Robinson,
Roy Campanella, George Washington Carver, and others serve as an inspi-
ration as well as providing worthwhile reading experiences for the Negro.
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A wealth of books have been written with which the various ethnic groups
and groups of various national origins, religious denominations, and
even the strata of the socio-economic scale may identify themselves.
The idiosyncrasies of our society place a single individual
within various groups of identity at the same time, e.g., an individual
may be an Italian Catholic from a business family of middle-class status.
This identifies him with these four groups, but the same individual may
also be identified with numerous other groups - political, educational,
philosophical, aesthetic, civic, geographic, and so on.
One can agree with Carlsen, when he indicates that students gain
three important experiences from books: 9
First, the desire to find self-importance,
self-confidence; second, the desire to see
oneself as a part of the onflowing human
race, to see one's feelings and emotions
as a part of the pattern of all human life;
and third, to assess one's self in terms
of the position that one can assume in so-
ciety and adult life.
Three variables determine the reading interests of the individual.
Subjects in which he is avidly interested will have a direct bearing on
his reading tastes. The degree to which he is able to comprehend a written
work will also determine his interest in certain kinds or styles of writing.
And books must be available for an individual to read before he can be-
come interested in reading them: "Our reading is ... determined by accessi-
bility, readability, and subject interests--in this order."lO0
Anderson seems to agree that the most important of the three
variables is the accessibility of books. Three points of access are the
home, the school, and the public library. In recent years bookmobiles
have given service to many isolated areas in this country, often as a
result of the program of Federal aid for the purpose. Action of this nature
on the part of the Federal government is evidence that the political forces
of this country realize the importance of making reading materials availa-
ble to everyone who is interested in reading for education and recreation.
Several studies have been done on the readability of material,
and formulas such as Dale and Chall'sll and Flesch'sl2 may be used to de-
termine a book's level of reading ease." If an individual is capable of
reading a given subject at an eleventh grade level he will experience some
difficulty in attempting to read a book on the same subject which is
written on a collegiate level. Thus the readability factor restricts the
individual approximately to his own ability level.
As to subject interests, as mentioned earlier there are a great
many factors which establish an interest. Reading interests are like
fingerprints; no two are alike. Many factors determine a general profile
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of interest. In the end it is an amalgamation of all interests, the
hybrid which identifies the individual as being unique in a complex and
dynamic society.
Among numerous surveys in regard to forms as determinants of
interest there seems to be a clear-cut pattern. Helen K. Smith, George
Norvell, and Fred Brockmann are in general agreement. Norvell in 1946,
found preferences in this order, "novels, plays, short stories, bi-
ographies, essays, poetry, letters and speeches."1 3 In 1954 Brockmann
found that novels lead "all other forms by a large margin."l4 In turn
Smith stated:1 5
Fiction, especially that having a strong plot, is
much preferred to nonfiction. There is a decided
preference for the modern books, including those
on best-seller lists ... recently The Robe ...,
The Black Rose ... , books by Pearl Buck ....,
and ... Gone With the Wind
Biography appears to be the most popular from
of nonfiction. Perennial favorite subjects ...
are Abraham Lincoln, Will Rogers, Helen Keller,
Charles Lindbergh, Theodore Roosevelt, and
Daniel Boone. Sports personalities appear to
be the current favorites.
Prose ... is preferred to poetry .... Outside
of required reading, very little poetry is
read. A growing interest in books on vo-
cational guidance, psychology, and technical
and scientific subjects (especially aero-
nautics, television, and automobiles) has
been noted.
The three aforementioned authorities are in" unanimous agreement
on the popularity of novels over all other forms of literature. Just what
is the magnetism in a novel which appeals to the majority of people in
this country, and the world over? Perhaps we should examine the mechanics
that go into making a novel, and contrast these with those of other forms
of literature, since a study of reading interests of young adults is fully
understood only when the forms are understood. Through analysis of the
forms we can begin to comprehend the significance of these interests.
The two main forms of fiction are the novel and the short story.
The most apparent difference is length, but they are also different in
other aspects. The novel should not be considered just another long
short story, and a short story definitely is not an abbreviated novel.
In virtually all novels time is the prime consideration; a rhythmic
fluctuation can be observed in relation to the action and flow of events.
The short story starts from a ready-made situation, but the situation
must be unfolded in the novel. The short story is usually founded on a
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single event, but the novel usually contains a complexity of sub-themes
within a single theme. It is this compound inter-relationship of plots
that serves to maintain interest in novels. Novels and short stories
differ more in kind than in complexity or length. A possible clue to
the popularity of the novel is given in the following passage:1 6
The novel seems today the only literary form
which is really alive: it is in constant de-
mand and in abundant production. It appeals
to an enormous public and in some of its lower
forms reaches social classes which no other
form of writing seems to touch; in some countries
novels, when published in serial form in news-
papers, are read with excitment by a category
of people who do not even read seriously the
newspaper itself. At the other end of the
intellectual scale the most fastidious of intel-
lectuals also revel in some forms of the novel.
Two literary forms which have intellectual appeal are poetry and
the essay. If one is to get fullest enjoyment from the reading of poetry,
adjustments usually have to be made in one's reading habits. Of prime im-
portance is that a poem be read slowly. Much thought in depth can be dis-
covered in poetry, and one's mind should be permitted to absorb all of poetry's
aesthetic beauty. To attain the fullest conception of a poem, it must be
read and re-read, even at varying speeds. Poetry often does not reach its
fruition unless it is read aloud. Much of the beauty of poetry lies in its
rhythmic composition. This can be best demonstrated orally, since poetry's
appeal is to the senses as well as the intellect. Possibly poetry is not as
popular as other forms of literature because of its complexity, encompassing
as it does four basic elements: thought, tone, rhythm, and imagery.
The essay is difficult to define. Much of that which is written
or spoken can be considered an essay. Magazine writing, newspaper en-
deavors, and chapters of textbooks are nothing more than a series of
essays. Essays serve a variety of purposes. Some forms discuss serious
problems or topics; others serve either as amusement or entertainment.
The essay always reflects an author's personality; he acquaints us with
his opinions, feelings, convictions, or interests. Perhaps the scope
which this form encompasses is what prevents the essay as such from being
singled out as a popular form, when in reality it can be considered a
hybrid of other forms.
As a form, plays are really a part of literature, though most
plays were not written with the intention of just being read. They were
written to tell a story without having to be read. In the beginning,
plays were written out for only two so that actors might convey the author's
exact words and meanings, and so that they could be preserved for future
use. In reading plays one reads from within; in reading novels one reads
from without. In play reading much is left to the imagination of the
reader; he must visualize scenes, characters, and situations and the reader
thereby becomes director, producer and actor. Perhaps this complex concen-
tration demands too much of the reader's imagination for the play to
achieve extreme popularity.
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Another form, however, which has considerable popularity, is
that of biography, or autobiography. Many students prefer biography above
all other forms since it tells the story, or an episode in the story, of
a real person and his relations with real happenings and real people. A
biographer usually attempts to present a favorable picture of the indi-
vidual he is writing about. Some of the subject's human shortcomings are
often interwoven to develop sympathetic understanding on the reader's part.
Several authorities are seriously concerned with the depth of
nation-wide interest displayed in fiction. Their belief is that a great
injustice is being done to the mind when it is being overfed but under-
nourished on novel reading. They feel that if reading provides merely
entertainment, amusement, and escape from boredom, it leaves the reader
without his chief means of intellectual and spiritual growth. He is practi-
cally shut out of the realm of ideas. Because cheap fiction is so unsatis-
fying, its purveyors deal with the lurid, the startling, the unreal, in
an attempt to grip the minds of their readers. Such reading makes the mind
callous and indifferent, habituated to untruth.
Howevermuch one may agree with such opinions, they do not reflect
a true profile of present reading interests. During the past few years
students have been generally dissatisfied with cheap novels. There has
been a great demand for many of Dickens' works, for the Mill on the Floss,
The Scarlet Letter, The Red Badge of Courage, Of Human Bondage, and many
titles of similar quality. These can hardly be called cheap fiction. One
might also consider Eunice Helmkamp's picture of the ideal student: he is1 7
a habitual, voluntary reader who recognizes
the power of literature to further his under-
standing of himself and of human problems;
he considers reading a pleasurable pastime,
not a schoolroom activity; he has developed
standards of excellence by which to measure
the literary worth of what he reads; he is
and independent, questioning thinker, using
all mediums of communication with discrimi-
nation and intelligence.
Present-day high school students are more nearly a hybrid of the
pessimists' and of Helmkamp's assessments. The writer has observed large
numbers of students demanding novels of little worth, and an equally large
number seeking a better, more sophisticated style of literature.
There is some evidence that a combination of magazines and news-
paper is read more than books. There are also definite preferences for
the various sections of the newspaper. Smith states the the most ap-
pealing magazines are: 1 5
Life, Look, Reader's Digest, American
Magazine, Saturday Evening Post, and
Collier's .... Boys prefer ... Popular
Science and Popular Mechanics. The
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girls like Good Housekeeping and Ladies
Home Journal .... News magazines rank
high on only a few lists, with Time being
the favorite.
Of the top six magazines favored by both sexes in 1956, two of
them (Collier's and the American Magazine) are no longer being published.
As pointed out, boys like magazines with male appeal and girls generally
prefer magazines having feminine appeal. Walter Eell's findings in 1937
concurred with Helen Smith: among the magazines that stood high on the
list of those read fairly regularly, he reported, were Reader's Digest,
Life, Time, Post, Collier's, Good Housekeeping, Ladies Home Journal and
and Popular Mechanics. The Reader's Digest was rated highest by both
sexes.1°
Similar interest in the same magazines almost twenty years earlier
upholds recent thinking that interests do not change over a period of
years among students of the same age. One may ask why there are no maga-
zines on the list with typical teenage appeal, such as Seventeen, Vogue,
or Glamour for the girls? The reason is that adult teachers and librarians select
the magazines which are made available in the school libraries over the
country. They are committing a serious injustice to the youth of our country
when they overlook natural interests.
There is considerable evidence that the pattern of newspaper
reading is similar to that of magazine reading. Helen K. Smith once again
points out7 that one or more newspapers are read regularly. Favorite
sections are in order, the comics, the sports page, and the front page,
while "picture sections are always popular." Up to 90 percent believe what
they read, depending on the school. Fifty percent had no special method
for reading newspapers, but the commonest methods were to read everything
concerning special interests, and to scan headlines. A few read nearly
everything thoroughly. Boys prefer news of sports, science, aviation, and
industry, while girls prefer the society and women's pages, news of enter-
tainment, gossip, and beauty advice.
Generally speaking all studies of what high school students read
in the newspapers show that comics rate high. They seem to be easy to
read and take little concentration. Only a few high school students pay
no attention to comic strips. Comic strips not only present comedy situ-
ations which tell amusing stories but also reflect today's social customs
and social attitudes. Reading the comics everyday may be enjoyable fun
and relaxation, or it may be an escape from reality. Cartoons and comic
strips are a powerful social force, because of their wide appeal, and must
be read with care. Otherwise young people may accept a subtle propaganda
without realizing it.
For a large share of a newspaper's readers the sports pages rival
the front page in interest and reader appel. Several surveys emphasize
this growing interest in sports, and newspapers have recognized their im-
portance by doubling the amount of space devoted to the sports department.
One of the changes of recent years is the increasing number of sports in
which the public is interested, both as participants and as spectators.
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Not too many years ago baseball, football and boxing held almost a mo-
nopoly of the public's interest. Today a host of other games and sports
compete for the reader's attention, e.g., bowling, hockey, golf, swimming,
tennis, basketball, track, and skiing. In many of these sports women
both participate and are interested. Men can no longer claim a monopoly
of the sports pages.
In 1944, Feingold listed the newspaper-reading interests of high
school students in percentage terms as follows:1 9
69.0(% read more than on newspaper
17.1% read less than fifteen minutes
51.1% read fifteen to thirty minutes
26.3% read thirty to sixty minutes
5.4j% read more than sixty minutes
58.0% girls and 43% boys read fifteen to
thirty minutes
40.0% boys and 20% girls read thirty to
sixty minutes
19.5% boys and 18.5% girls glance at the
headlines only
64% boys and 52% girls read everything
bearing on their special interests
10.0*0 boys and 12% girls read almost every-
thing thoroughly
46.0% boys and 48% girls have no reading
plan
25.0% girls and 16% boys read front page
thoroughly
74.0% read to secure information
29.3% read for entertainment
11.0% read to pass the time
18.0% read as a habit
85.0%1 boys believe what they read
61.0% girls believe what they read
73.0%# both boys and girls believe what they
read
Basically, the high school student today is generally interested
in the same reading material and forms that were popular twenty years ago.
Interests have varied slightly to coincide with a dynamic society which
is in constant flux. Thus whereas twenty years ago the interest in science
was focused on conventional aviation, today the interest is in space travel.
Boys and girls still exhibit the same intra-group and inter-group simi-
larities and differences. By the same token students in higher grades have
more mature interests than those in the lower grades.
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THE KANKAKEE SURVEY
The survey reported here was conducted in 1962 to determine how
closely the interests of the students in attendance at Kankakee Senior
High School coincided with those of young adults in various sections of
the country. Data will be presented categorically and in contrast or
comparison.
Accelerated and regular English classes from the sophomore,
junior, and senior years were asked to complete the questionnaire. Questions
asked on the survey coincide closely with those on other surveys of this
type. This approach was intentional, as it allowed comparison of simi-
larities or dissimilarities in the results. Magazines and newspapers listed
in the questionnaire are available in the school library, as accessibility
was important.
One hundred and forty-three students filled out the questionnaire.
Of these, 74 were girls and 69 were boys; 90 students had an intelligence
quotient of 110 or higher and 53 had an intelligence quotient of 109 or
lower; 45 were seniors (17 girls and 28 boys); 52 were juniors (30 and 22);
and 46 were sophomores (27 and 19).
Students in the Kankakee Senior High School have access to two
libraries: the high school library with a fairly well balanced, slightly
dated collection of 5000 volumes, and the Kankakee Public Library with
50,000 volumes, but not all available to high school students. Kankakee
comes under the influence of the Chicago radio and television stations,
being located only sixty miles south of Chicago's loop. The community is
predominantly of the Catholic faith, and politically has a long Republican
tradition. It is estimated that about 40 percent of the Kankakee High
School graduates go to college. However, there are no figures available
as to how many are successful in completing two or more years of college.
The survey revealed that only 16 percent of the students had
jobs after school, but 30 percent of the students had jobs on weekends.
This shows that the majority of the students are not limited in amount of
reading by employment.
There is an indication that the more gifted student had both a
father and a mother with higher education (see Table 1). Where as 53
percent of the fathers read frequently, 63 percent of the mothers read
frequently. Fifty-nine percent of the fathers of students with low IQs
read frequently while 65 percent of the mothers of the students with the
low IQs read frequently. Sixty-one percent of the mothers of the students
with the high IQs read frequently. This evidence is contrary to what is
popularly believed. One would ordinarily expect the student with the
higher IQ to have either or both parents read more frequently than the
parents of his less fortunate classmates.
The more gifted students own more books and come from homes in
which there are more books. The average low-IQ student has a personal
library of 35 volumes, and comes from a family with an average of 152
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TABLE 1
Extent of education of parents of students
in survey group
Students of Lower IQ (below 110) Students of Higher IQ, (110 or over)
Years of Years of
Schooling Mother Father Total Schooling Mother Father Total
7 0 i 1 7 1 0 1
8 0 11 11 8 0 1 1
9 0 3 3 9 0 0 0
10 6 3 9 10 3 5 8
11 1 2 3 11 5 3 8
12 19 13 32 12 31 30 61
13 3 4 7 13 6 7 13
14 4 2 6 14 14 7 21
15 1 3 4 15 5 1 6
16 3 4 7 16 12 16 28
16+ 1 3 4 16+ 4 15 19
volumes in its library. The high IQ,
in his own library, while his family
student has an average of 59 volumes
owns 179 books.
Other than employment after school or on weekends, another factor
which may possibly diminish available time for reading is the viewing of
television or listening to the radio. The average amount of time spent
viewing television by Kankakee Senior High School students is 1.91 hours
per day. The lower IQ group averages 2.19 hours of daily television viewing,
and the higher IQ group averages 1.75 hours. In contrast, Schramm and his
associates found that high school students devote two to two and one half
hours per day to television viewing. 2 0
In radio listening, the average time spent by the group in the survey
was 2.36 hours of daily listening. The lower IQ group spent 2.98 hours and
the higher IQ group spent 2.01 hours of radio listening. Evidence consistently
shows that the high IQ group spends less time viewing television and
listening to the radio, and leads one to think that the avenue by which
they seek enrichment is reading. This also may mean that the higher IQ
group reads in greater depth than the lower IQ group.
Two other elements which can shed some light on depth of reading
and on reading interests are the number of clubs to which a student belongs,
and the number of principal hobbies he has. The average number of clubs
to which a student at Kankakee Senior High belongs is 3.72, with the lower
IQ group belonging to 2.89 clubs and the higher IQ group belonging to 4.22
clubs. The average number of main hobbies among the group studied is 2.44
with the lower group having 2.30 hobbies and the higher group having 2.51.
That the higher IQ groups belong to more clubs and have more hobbies is
evidence that interests among this group are broader than in the low IQ
group.
Both groups are in agreement on amount of time spent on com-
pulsory reading. The lower IQ group spent 51 percent of their reading
time on compulsory reading, and those of the higher IQ group spent 50 per-
cent of their reading time on compulsory reading. Thus, half of the
students' time is spent on recreational reading of other books, but mostly
magazines and newspapers.
Of the total number of students participating in the survey, 76
percent read books 30 or more minutes per day; 56 percent read magazines
30 minutes or more per day; 89 percent read newspapers 30 minutes or more
per day; and 92 percent read comic books less than 15 minutes per day.
The most surprising thing about the foregoing percentages is that students
are not reading the number of comic books at this level that was once feared.
In contrast to the findings on radio and television and the club-
hobby phases of this survey, the percentages of students in the two IQ
groups correlate closely when one examines time allotted to reading books,
magazines, newspapers, and comic books (see Table 2). Between the time
divisions of minutes spent reading, there are only three instances of a
difference of more than 10 percent and none differs as much as 15 percent.
More frequently the span of difference is 5 percent or less. From this,
one can say that the difference in time spent reading books, magazines,
newspapers, and comics between the students in the higher IQ group and in
the lower IQ group is slight. Perhaps the higher IQ student will read with
more efficiency and more comprehension, but the time spent is practically
identical.
In magazine interests, comparison was made between the sexes rather
than between intelligence levels. Boys and girls are in general agree-
ment in their magazine reading interests. Exceptions are those magazines
which have particular appeal to one sex or the other. Below is a list of
the magazines most regularly read and liked by both sexes. (Table 3).
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TABLE 2
Distribution of students in survey group
by amount of time spent reading and
by IQ group*
Higher IQ SLower IQ



















































































Percentage of students who read the following
magazines regularly
Boys Girls
Life 62 Reader's Digest 77
Reader's Digest 59 Life 72
Post 56 Seventeen 71
Sports Illustrated 53 Post 62
Look 50 McCall's 58
National Geographic 33 Look 56
Percentage of students placing the following
magazines among the five best liked
Boys Girls
Life 47 Seventeen 67
Reader's Digest 36 Reader's Digest 58
Sports Illustrated 34 Life 37
Post 27 Post 36
Field & Stream 27 McCall's 29
Look 24 Look 27
National Geographic 24
-, I- - ý R w O A
_ __ __ ____ _ ___ _ _
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Life, Look, Reader's Digest, and Saturday Evening Post are found in each
of the groups. This coincides with Helen K. Smith'sl5 findings mentioned
earlier. It is interesting to note that while the two magazines which boys
read most regularly are also the two they like best, the girls prefer to
read the magazine that ranks third in reading regularity. Though Smithl5
found that boys prefer Popular Mechanics and Popular Science, and girls
prefer Good Housekeeping and Ladies Home Journal, the results of the
Kankakee survey fail to uphold these findings in regard either to maga-
zines read regularly or magazines best liked. In fact these magazines are
not even to be found among the first six in each category in the Kankakee
survey.
Both boys and girls have very definite preferences in the features
of a magazine they read most. Often their first preference is so strong
that there is a difference of 30 percent or more between their first and
third preferences as shown in Table 4. Girls prefer feature acticles (55
percent) and styles (51 percent) and boys prefer feature articles (26 per-
cent) and sports (55 percent).
Fifty-nine percent of the students in the survey read magazines
for entertainment; this includes 66 percent of the higher IQ groups and
47 percent of the lower IQ group. Twenty-four percent of the students
read magazines to secure information (27 percent of the higher IQ group
and 19 percent of the lower IQ group). Fifteen percent of the students
read magazines to pass the time (6 percent and 30 percent). The only main
differences in these percentages are the 30 percent of the lower IQ group
that read magazines to pass the time versus 5 percent of the higher IQ
group, and 19 percent more from the higher IQ group that read for enter-
tainment than the lower IQ group. This leads one to think that the higher
IQ students have a definite plan when reading non-compulsory material,
whereas a third of the lower IQ group read without purpose.
In newspaper reading the survey showed that the students read 2.8
newspapers each. The paper read most often is the Kankakee Daily Journal,
which is to be expected. The second most read newspaper is the Chicago
Tribune. The surprising fact is that the Kankakee Daily Journal leads all
other papers combined by only a slim margin, 54 to 46 percent. All news-
papers listed on the survey are available in the high school library for
student use: The Chicago Daily News, The Wall Street Journal, The Kankakee
Journal, The Chicago Tribune, and The Christian Science Monitor.
Most frequently mentioned among the four preferences of parts of
the newspaper was the front page. Both boys and firls were in agreement
on their preferences. Sixty-eight percent of the boys and 66 percent of
the girls preferred front page reading. Sixty-two percent of the boys
prefer sports while 28 percent of the girls like sports, for a combined
average of 44 percent and second highest among both boys and girls. Thirty-
three percent of the boys showed a preference for comics, and 31 percent of
the girls. The girls showed a 28 percent interest in local news. It is
surprising that more students did not show a preference for disasters since
the survey was taken just a few days after a tornado hit the community,
and shortly after the submarine Thresher was lost at sea.
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TABLE 4
Magazine features most read and




Features Percent Features Percent
Feature Articles 95 Sports 72
Styles 74 Feature Articles 68
True Stories 50 National News 55
World Affairs 43 Cartoons 49
Movie News 40 Scientific 49
Preferred
Feature Articles 55 Sports 55
Styles 51 Feature Articles 26
True Stories 24 Scientific 20
National News 16 World Affairs 18
Religion 6 National News 17
Cartoons 17
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Over-all interest in the front page and in the sports section of
a newspaper bears out the fact that students want to be informed on recent
happenings. Evidence of the Kankakee Senior High School students' inter-
ests in the front page, sports page, and comics coincides with the findings
of Helen K. Smith.(
Eighty-one percent of the students in the survey read news-
papers to secure information. Eleven percent read for entertainment, and
6 percent of the total group read to pass the time. In all three points
the lower IQ group and the higher IQ group are equally represented. Almost
all students believe most of what they read in magazines and newspapers.
Once again the Kankakee survey is in agreement with Helen K. Smith.' She
found that up to 90 percent believe what they read, and the Kankakee survey
showed 88 percent.
In their choice of books, boys and girls agreed on their main
choices. Thus 83 percent of the whole group preferred novels among all
types of books (95 percent of the girls and 69 percent of the boys). Second
choice was short stories, by 52 percent of the whole group (41 percent of
the girls and 76 percent of the boys). Third choice was biographies, pre-
ferred by 30 percent of the whole group (34 percent of the girls and 27
percent of the boys).
Boy's and girl's interests in fiction vary widely. None of the
boy's first three preferences in fiction matched any of the girl's first
three preferences. Forty percent of the boys prefer humor, and 37 percent
prefer both adventure stories and science fiction. Forty-five percent
of the girls prefer human interest stories, 44 percentromance, and 36 per-
cent historical fiction. When the figures are combined, 30 percent of the
boys and girls prefer humor, 32 percent human interest, 28 percent histori-
cal fiction, and 27 percent adventure. These findings coincide with those
of Helen K. Smith,2 1 and uphold the theory that interests do not vary widely
from one location in the country to another, nor from one generation to
another.
For non-fiction, boys and girls were in closer agreement. They
both prefer biography (48 percent of the gitrls and 40 percent of the boys).
However, the boy's first preference was science with 46 percent. The girls
second preference was history, 39 percent, and the girl's third choice was
both philosophy and medicine, with 25 percent. The girls were not in as
complete agreement as the boys. Closely behind philosophy and medicine were
history, religion, and literature. The boys showed no definite type of
nonfiction running a close fourth. All of these interests tend to show that
boys and girls of high school age are interested in people, and what people
have done, A combination of the interests of the sexes shows the greatest
interest in biography (44 percent), history (31 percent), and science (30
percent). As Table 5 shows there is a sharp drop-off from biography to
history and science, and just as sharp a drop in interest from history and
science to the fourth, fifth and sixth interests.
Reading interests of high school students today, as revealed in
this study, in magazines, newspapers and books are very much as they have
been over the years. The basic determinants of reading interests are age,
19.
TABLE 5




Interest Percent Interest Percent
Human Interest 45 Humor 40
Romance 44 Adventure 37
Historical fiction 36 Science fiction 37








Interest Percent Interest Percent
Biography 48 Science 46
Society 27 Biography 40
















sex, and intelligence. Other forces having an indirect bearing on inter-
ests are the advancement in science and technology, environmental influences,
experiential background, and hobbies.
Contrary to popular belief, television viewing has not deterred
reading. Television is just one medium which has replaced another as a means
of leisurely relaxation. In this case television replaced radio and movies
which in turn replaced the player piano, family singing, and numerous other
recreational activities. There is reason to believe that reading has in-
creased since the advent of television. Whether television has stimulated
reading or not is open to speculation; there is a need for studies to explore
this point.
One does not have to conduct a survey to determine the general over-
whelming interest in fiction. Some of this interest is natural, while much
of it results from classroom stimulation, in the form of compulsory book
reports as many as six or eight times per year. Possibly what made the novel
so perennially fascinating a form to generations of readers is that it is
so much like real life, with interacting relationships between all kinds of
conflicting mentalities, classes, races, types, maturities, and moralities.
There is a great need for standardization of questionnaires for
surveys of this type. With standardization will come valid comparisons of
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Year in school (circle one) Sophomore Junior
male.......... female.........
I. General information.




1. Father 1 2 3 4
yes..... no.....
yes..... no.....
(circle year last completed)
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 more than 16





C. Parents reading habits. (check correct answer)
1. Father reads frequently....... occasionally...... none......
2. Mother reads frequently........ occasionally..... none.....
D. Private library.
1. Total volumes in your personal library
2. Total volumes in your family library
E. Parents approach toward your reading. (circle one)
encourage discourage neither encourage nor discourage
F. Average time spent in viewing television daily. (circle one)
1 hr. or less 2 hrs. 3 hrs. 4 hrs. 5 hrs. or.more
G. Average time spent listening to radio daily. (circle one)







Does television viewing encourage you to read more? yes.... no....
How many clubs do you belong to? (circle one) 1 2 3 4 5 more
How many main hobbies do you have? (circle one) 1 2 3 4 5 more
What percent of your reading is compulsory. (circle one)








A. Average minutes read per day. (circle one in each category)
1. Books less than 15 15 30 45 60 more than
2. Magazines less than 15 15 30 45 60 more than
3. Newspapers less than 15 15 30 45 60 more than
4. Comic books and comic magazines such as Mad
less than 15 15 30 45 60 more than
B. Indicate with an X magazines read regularly, and circle the J
liked.
Airman ................ Field & Stream ..........
American Artist ...... Flying ...........
Americas ....... Fortune .
Arts & Activities ..... Glamour
Atlantic Gd. Housekeeping. .........
Audubon ....... Harper' s
Better Homes etc .... Hobbies
Boy's Life ....... Holiday
Collier's ....... Hot Rod




Current History ....... Journal





















· · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · ·
I~·~······
(OTHERS)
C. Indicate by number in order of preference five features of the magazine




Detective Stories ....... Sports
Feature Articles......... Scientific Articles......
Movie News ......... State News







Time .000.. 0*. 0.. 0.
Today's Health ..............




U. S. Camera ..............
U. S. News &
World Report ..............
Vogue . .....
0 0 0 0 00 0* 0 0
0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0




World Affairs .......... ___
D. Indicate by number five types of books in order of preference which
you read. No. 1 designating your main interest, no. 2 your next best
interest, etc.
Biographies Short Stories ..........
Essays ........... Speeches




E. Indicate by number three types of fiction books you like best in
order of preference. No. 1 designating your main interest, no. 2
your next best, etc.
Adventure ............ Religion
Aeronautics ............ Romance
Animal Stories .......... Science Fiction .......
Automobiles ............ Space Travel ...........
Foreign Relations ....... Sports
Historic Fiction ........ Teen-age Stories.......
Human Interest ......... Tolerance
Humor ........... War Stories ..........
Military fiction ........ ____.......(OTHERS)
Mystery ........... _______ .......
F. Indicate by number three types of non-fiction books in order of
preference which you read.
Agriculture ......... Engineering .......... Philosophy ...........































and circle the one
e Daily Journal .........
Chicago Tribune ..... 0...6.
Christian Sci. Monitor .......
H. Check the ONE main reason for reading
1. Secure information ...........
2. Entertainment * ..........
3. Pass the time ..... 0.....
4. As a habit ...........
5.
I. Check the ONE main reason
1. Secure information
2. Entertainment
3. Pass the time
4. As a habit







0 * 0 0 0
........ (OTHER)































........... I believe all that I read in magazines & newspapers.
........... I believe most of what I read in magazines & newspapers.
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